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william foxwell albright

May 24, 1891–September 19, 1971

by  thomas e .  levy  and david noel  freedman

a lthough the great ameriCan sCholar william foxwell 
albright passed away many years ago, he is still regarded 

by most levantine archaeologists, biblical scholars, and other 
near eastern researchers of the world of the bible as a ge-
nius. the word “genius” is not used lightly here. albright 
was a master of so many disciplines linked to the study of 
the ancient near east, in particular the world of the old 
testament (hebrew bible), that he is considered one of the 
last great orientalists. having its origins as far back as the 
12th century, orientalism was the study of the synthetic and 
simultaneous study of the history, languages, and culture of 
the peoples of asia. by the 18th century, orientalists such 
as sir william (“oriental”) Jones mastered 1� languages 
and “dabbled in 28.” Unlike today’s scholarly world of spe-
cialization the orientalist was a polymath able to work with 
multiple ancient and modern languages and in a wide range 
of scholarly fields. while the idea of the orientalist took on 
negative overtones through the work of postmodern research-
ers in the late 1970s and 1980s, more objective approaches 
by scholars such as the anthropologist ernest gellner and 
others have shown that orientalist scholars such as the ger-
man gustav dalman, Palestinian toufic canaan, alois musil 
from moravia (now czech republic), and men like albright 
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carried out their works more from a sense of humanism and 
a profound interest in the history of the peoples of the bible 
lands rather than as cynical tools of imperial powers. even 
today asor (american schools of oriental research), the 
flagship scholarly organization that albright helped develop 
in the 20th century, retains the name that harkens back to 
the days when orientalism had a positive connotation.

 Professor albright’s legacy today rests in his extraordi-
nary record of scholarly publication. in 19�1 biblical scholar 
harry m. orlinsky of the hebrew Union college in cincinnati 
assembled and published albright’s bibliography in honor 
of his 50th birthday (orlinsky, 19�1). at that time there 
were approximately 500 entries that spanned �0 years of 
scholarly work—an incredible amount of research that any 
scholar would be proud of. but this was only the midpoint 
in albright’s scholarly career that continued for another �0 
years, with an additional 600 scholarly entries in the ledger. 
the grand total is just under 1,100 items, including books, 
peer-reviewed articles, notes, book reviews, and other items 
that must surely set a record for productivity in the field of 
ancient near eastern studies and related fields. a complete 
record of albright’s publications spanning 1916 to 1971 was 
prepared by one of us (d.n.f.) (freedman, 1975) and was 
published as a book by the american schools of oriental 
research. 

 albright wrote with authority on the then developing 
field of ancient near eastern studies at a time when some 
of the most important discoveries were being made in the 
holy land (today’s israel, Palestine, Jordan, lebanon, south-
ern syria, and the sinai peninsula). the fields of scholarly 
research that albright controlled were vast and included 
archaeology, semitic linguistics (including all branches of 
the great family of languages, especially the numerous dia-
lects of northwest semitic, but not neglecting akkadian and 
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arabic), epigraphy, orthography, ancient history, chronology, 
historical topography, mythology—in short, all facets of an-
cient near eastern civilization from the chalcolithic period 
(ca. �500 bce) through the greco-roman period. Professor 
albright was the recipient of an unparalleled number of 
honorary degrees and a multiplicity of honors and awards 
from distinguished universities, learned societies, and other 
institutions around the world. the honor he prized most was 
his 1955 election to the national academy of sciences. it is 
ironic that albright chose to be a member of its anthropology 
section, since his quarrels with anthropologists of different 
schools were well known at the time.

 albright’s scholarly authority in ancient near eastern 
studies was so profound that the intellectual paradigm that 
he helped create, biblical archaeology rooted in a fairly literal 
interpretation of the history embedded in the old testament, 
was unchallenged during his lifetime. while archaeology in 
the english-speaking world—primarily the United states and 
the United Kingdom—was undergoing a major paradigm shift 
in the 1960s with the birth of the new archaeology, archaeolo-
gists working in syro-Palestine insulated themselves from this 
fundamental intellectual change. this was due in great part 
to albright’s authority based on the way he single-handedly 
shaped the archaeology of the bible lands during his long 
career. it was only long after albright’s death that scholars 
began to challenge the paradigm he established, with forays 
into processual, and then post-processual archaeology. 

in the remainder of this memoir we will try to understand 
the forces that shaped albright’s approach to ancient near 
eastern studies in the holy land and assess how he shaped 
so many disparate fields, such as biblical archaeology, as-
syriology, Ugaritic studies, dead sea scrolls research, and 
other areas. finally a brief assessment of albright’s legacy 
will be made.
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yoUth and edUcation

 william foxwell albright was born in coquimbo, chile, 
on may 2�, 1891. albright’s parents, wilbur and Zephine, 
were earnest christians and strict methodists who before 
having children applied to the methodist episcopal mis-
sion board to work as missionaries on behalf of the church. 
the board appointed them to go to chile, where the rev. 
albright served as the head of a boys’ school in the copper 
port town of coquimbo.

 for the young albright growing up in chile in the late 
19th century with a crippled left hand and severe nearsight-
edness was difficult. on a family trip to their home in iowa, 
albright tragically caught his left hand in a farm machine 
on his grandmother foxwell’s farm. the hand healed curled 
up with little movement and it wasn’t until much later in 
life that he had an operation that slightly straightened it. 
nevertheless, he felt himself crippled from the age of five. 
faced with taunts from the poor children of the nearby barrio 
where albright lived in chile, the child faced a barrage of 
name calling such as gringo and canuto (protestant). by the 
time he was 10 years old his parents promised to buy him his 
most cherished wish, provided he would fetch bread from 
the local bakery to help save the family money. that wish 
was the two-volume History of Babylonia and Assyria recently 
published by Professor r. w. rogers of drew University. 
these volumes were the beginning of albright’s lifelong 
interest in the near east. 

 by the time albright was 22 he earned himself a much 
needed scholarship to Johns hopkins University. shortly 
before embarking on his studies, he confided to his mother 
and aunt his passion for the life of scholarship that awaited 
him in baltimore by saying: “i am neither man nor woman. 
i am neither brute nor human—i’m a scholar!”
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albright’s road to becoming an orientalist was built on 
his voracious reading of ancient history and his self-taught 
hebrew and assyrian, in addition to the study of french, 
german, latin, and greek; these complemented his native 
languages, english and spanish. for the first time, at Johns 
hopkins University, albright was exposed to Jews and was 
able to learn modern hebrew. albright’s most important 
teacher was Paul haupt, the distinguished professor of semitic 
languages whose own polymath abilities in assyriology, the 
bible, hebrew grammar, etymology, and lexicology (reflected 
in 522 scholarly works) no doubt had a lasting influence on 
albright, the budding orientalist. 

 at the end of albright’s first year of studies Professor 
haupt offered him the generous rayner fellowship for the 
following year, which provided $�00 plus $150 for tuition—$50 
more than his first-year award. this welcome news came at a 
time when albright wrote on several occasions that he felt he 
was on the edge of a nervous breakdown. he felt that if only 
his eyesight and his mental stability would continue strong 
until his written exams, he would prevail in his studies; and 
they did. by the end of his third year he spent 18 hours a 
day for three days at Prof. haupt’s home in baltimore writing 
terrifying exams for the thayer fellowship on syriac, arabic, 
hebrew, greek, latin, french, and german; hebrew bible 
literature and criticism; geography; archaeology; history; 
and epigraphy. by the summer of 1916 albright passed his 
oral exam and was awarded the Ph.d. for his dissertation on 
“the assyrian deluge epic” (1916). 

 not long after earning his doctoral degree albright 
received his military draft questionnaire, filled it out, and 
dutifully returned it. with poor eyesight and a crippled hand, 
neither he nor his family expected he would be drafted or 
involved in the war in any way. however, by July 1918 while 
relaxing at home in virginia and studying ethiopic in a 
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rocking chair, he received his call-up and was inducted into 
the U.s. army for limited service. for just over six months 
albright became a potato peeler and dishwasher for the war 
effort. by christmas 1918 he was discharged and returned 
to baltimore to resume his postdoctoral studies and teach-
ing duties. it was then that he learned that he had been 
awarded the prestigious thayer fellowship with a stipend of 
$1,000—enough to barely pay for his first travels to Palestine. 
at this time funds were short and to save money albright 
was still wearing his army uniform around town. instead of 
rushing off to Palestine (ever since albright was a boy he 
had worried that all the archaeological sites would be dis-
covered before he arrived in the holy land), he held off 
for another half year and was made a Johnston scholar from 
hopkins—an additional $1,200 to help the young scholar 
embark on what would become his life’s intimate connection 
with Palestine. 

assyriology

 from childhood albright considered assyrian to be the 
most challenging language and literature in the world. he 
also thought benno landsberger to be the best assyriologist 
in the world, and the assyrian dictionary then being produced 
by the oriental institute of the University of chicago to be 
the greatest project ever. he envied landsberger for being 
the guiding genius of the latter and would cheerfully have 
traded places either with landsberger or with albrecht goetze 
(at yale), because he considered them the leading figures 
in this field. albright blamed his failure to achieve on the 
same scale on his poor eyesight. however, the archaeological 
world may be grateful that he devoted so much of his time 
to the bible and its family of languages. 

 the scholarly mystique of assyriology was cultivated in 
albright by Professor James alan montgomery, who taught 
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hebrew and assyrian at the University of Pennsylvania from 
1909 to 19�8. montgomery was editor of the Journal of Biblical 
Literature and the Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental 
Research (basor); he served as albright’s mentor when the 
latter became director of the american school of oriental 
research in Jerusalem from 1920 to 1929. albright tried to 
model his behavior on aristocratic scholars such as mont-
gomery and his own teacher haupt, the famous german 
orientalist from Johns hopkins University and an expert in 
assyriology. one should remember that albright’s background 
was primarily rural and he was quite conscious of this; born 
in faraway chile, he grew up between farms in iowa and 
south dakota. this provincial background served as a catalyst 
for albright in making assyriology his first scholarly love. 
from 1912 to 1926 albright published �5 original articles 
on mesopotamian chronology, philology, history, literature, 
and religion. as pointed out by P. beaulieu (beaulieu, 2002), 
albright left assyriology after embarking on his landmark 
archaeological excavations at tell beit mirsim, which directly 
influenced his choice to devote his career to the archaeology 
of Palestine. 

biblical archaeology

 albright’s most enduring legacy is his contribution to 
the establishment of a new paradigm of ancient near east-
ern studies called biblical archaeology. more than any other 
scholar albright’s astounding corpus of books, articles, and 
public lectures defined a new relationship between archae-
ology and biblical studies. it was only after albright’s death 
that scholars had the gumption to seriously challenge the 
paradigm that albright created. albright defined the geo-
graphic and temporal focus of biblical archaeology as “all 
biblical lands, from india to spain, and from southern rus-
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sia to south arabia, and to the whole history of those lands, 
from about 10,000 bc or even earlier, to the present time” 
(1966,1, p. 1�). 

albright’s expansive and deep-time perspective on biblical 
archaeology grew out of his generalist, or orientalist, approach 
to understanding the evolution of the biblical world in all its 
intricate facets. his 50-year odyssey of scholarly activity that 
resulted in a well-conceived and powerful scholarly paradigm 
began when albright challenged the then dominant para-
digm of old testament (hebrew bible) studies established by 
Julius wellhausen (18��-1918), the german biblical scholar 
who developed the documentary hypothesis to understand 
the development of the written bible and herman gunkel’s 
form criticism that aimed at clarifying the oral traditions in 
the hebrew bible that preceded its codification. 

the documentary hypothesis argues that the first five 
books of the hebrew bible (genesis, exodus, leviticus, 
numbers, and deuteronomy), or the torah/Pentateuch, 
are a collection of documents from four separate sources or 
editors and that all were combined by a single editor (called 
the redactor or r) sometime in the sixth century bce. this 
was a radical departure from the earlier paradigm (still 
held by many devout Jews, christians, and moslems) that 
the torah/Pentateuch was authored by moses. amongst the 
many assumptions in this hypothesis is the perceived very 
late writing of the hebrew bible, effectively casting doubt on 
the historicity of many events, peoples, and places who play 
critical roles in the text from the patriarchs and matriarchs 
(abraham, isaac, Jacob, esau, rebecca, miriam, moses, Jo-
seph, et al.) to the exodus from egypt and the subsequent 
settlement in the land of canaan, to the early hebrew kings 
such as david and solomon and so on. 

in the early 20th century other biblical scholars such as 
albrecht alt and martin noth were especially interested in 
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searching out the formative historical events that influenced 
the configuration of the hebrew bible accounts based on 
the internal analysis of the biblical text. albright continued 
to engage in this type of internal analysis of the text using 
his arsenal of intellectual tools, but of more importance was 
his then new insistence on using external evidence from the 
archaeological record of the ancient near east, in particular 
Palestine. albright’s definition of biblical archaeology reflects 
his intellectual approach to investigating the historical un-
derpinnings of the hebrew bible: to situate ancient israel 
in the broad traditions of the ancient near east based on a 
comparative approach using both ancient texts and material 
culture.

albright and his students, such as nelson glueck, had a 
significant influence during the inter-war years on american 
culture that included helping to shape the structure of curri-
cula (theological, biblical, and ancient near eastern studies) 
at all the major universities—establishing what was perceived 
as the historical “truth” of the old testament, as well as the 
popular notion of archaeology in society as highlighted by 
glueck’s speech at the inauguration of President John f. 
Kennedy and his being featured on the cover of Time maga-
zine. as the british archaeologist roger moorey (moorey, 
1991, p. 55) observes, “in retrospect the years between the 
world wars have come to be seen as the time when biblical 
archaeology, particularly through men like albright and 
glueck, had an academic status and a self-confidence that it 
had not enjoyed before and was rarely to achieve again.” how 
did albright achieve this olympian status in the scholarly 
world and public perception as evidenced by his remarkable 
number of publications, honors, awards, and accolades? 

 while albright did not have a long career as a field ar-
chaeologist, the work he carried out had a profound influence 
on the archaeology of the southern levant at the time and 
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continues to this day. albright carried out his first excava-
tion in Palestine at tell el-ful, a site he identified as gibeah 
of saul. according to J. P. dessel (dessel, 2002, p.��) the 
selection of tell el-ful as a major excavation project in the 
early 1920s was unusual since it was the large tell sites with 
respected biblical pedigrees that were targeted at that time 
in the first wave of field archaeology in the holy land in 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. he chose 
tell el-ful in part because of its biblical reputation as an is-
raelite regional social and religious center and for logistical 
reasons; it would be cheaper to excavate a smaller mound 
than a major site. following a similar pattern between 1926 
and 19�2, albright directed four excavation seasons at the 
obscure site of tell beit mirsim situated near the junction 
of the southern Judean hills and the shephelah region some 
20 km southwest of hebron. these excavations, his innova-
tive ceramic analysis, and their rapid publication are what 
established albright’s influence as a leading archaeologist. 

there is no consensus on why albright chose this site 
and not one of the more famous ancient mounds that retain 
clear links to the hebrew bible: places like hazor, gezer, 
and dan. early on, albright proposed identifying tell beit 
mirsim with biblical debir (Kiriath-sepher), which means “city 
of the book” or “scribe.” according to Philip J. King (King, 
198�, p. 80) in his authoritative American Archaeology in the 
Mideast—A History of the American Schools of Oriental Research, 
it was this tentative identification that interested melvin g. 
Kyle, then president of the xenia seminary, to finance the 
excavation. the implication of the name Kiriath-sepher 
may have led Kyle to believe that this ancient canaanite 
site would yield a rich trove of cuneiform tablets and other 
inscriptions. while scholars continue to debate whether 
tell beit mirsim is indeed biblical debir, the importance 
of albright’s research at the site stems from his studies of 
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the ceramic material from the middle bronze through iron 
ages that made it the type site for Palestinian archaeology 
for more than 60 years.

 albright built his ceramic analysis of the material from 
tell beit mirsim on the 1890 work of the great british archae-
ologist sir flinders Petrie at tell el-hesi located on the edge 
of the negev coastal plain. he relied especially on Petrie’s 
development of the revolutionary principle of seriation, a 
relative dating tool still used by archaeologists around the 
world today. while Petrie had established his career as an 
egyptologist, he was invited to excavate in the holy land by 
the Palestine exploration fund as part of their effort to gain 
a foothold in the country. Petrie’s knowledge of egyptian 
material culture from Predynastic to later periods enabled 
him to establish a fairly reliable dating for the Palestinian 
pottery found in association with egyptian artifacts in the 
various strata at tell el-hesi. thus, albright used the strati-
graphic record and the rich collection of pottery found at 
tell beit mirsim to pioneer the establishment of the first 
rigorous ceramic chronology for the second and early first 
millennia bce of Palestine. following his first season of ex-
cavation, albright (1926,1, p. 6) wrote: “as will be seen, we 
have an extraordinary opportunity here for highly interest-
ing discoveries, and best of all to the archaeologist, excel-
lent conditions for the study of pottery, since the strata are 
horizontal and exceptionally well defined.”

central to albright’s methodology was the typological 
method he developed for the subfield of ceramic analysis. as 
will be seen below, albright’s general concern and interest in 
methodology—whether it be in archaeology, ancient history, 
or epigraphy—helped him set the research agenda in near 
eastern studies during his lifetime. while some recent schol-
ars have criticized albright’s reliance on loci with uniform 
ceramic deposits (i.e., not mixed with material from differ-
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ent periods) and the fact that he generally ignored material 
from debris layers, it remains that for the first time albright 
brought systematic order to the key element of material 
culture associated with archaeological periods linked with 
the old testament in the southern levant for all phases of 
the bronze and iron ages. according to larry herr (herr, 
2002, p. 52), while earlier scholars such as Petrie ushered 
in typological and chronological analysis of artifacts and 
pottery, it was albright who raised the standard of pottery 
publication and presentation in the early 19�0s. whereas 
earlier scholars published only complete vessels, albright 
saw the utility of studying broken pottery sherds, carefully 
illustrating rim profiles, and using only the highest quality 
photographs. in addition, albright’s stratigraphy at the site 
was remarkably clear, making his work the most advanced of 
his day and unchallenged until relatively recently (greenberg, 
1987). of key importance was albright’s timely reports on 
the excavations at tell beit mirsim, published in the Annual 
of the American School of Oriental Research between 1926 and 
19��, which present the first clear ceramic chronology for 
Palestine based on his careful stratigraphic analyses. these 
studies, presented in four volumes, became the foundation 
for the ceramic typology and chronology for the holy land 
still utilized today. albright’s typological study collection 
of tel beit mirsim is still housed in the basement at the 
american schools of oriental research facility in Jerusalem 
that now bears his name: the w. f. albright institute of 
archaeological research (formerly the american school of 
oriental research). 

some scholars have tried to belittle albright’s ceramic 
edifice because they claim that his identification of tell beit 
mirsim with biblical debir (Joshua 15:15-17, Judges 1:11-
15) was wrong and that the correct identification should be 
Khirbet rabud. without this “historical” link for tell beit 
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mirsim, it is claimed that his chronological framework is 
deeply flawed. however, as noted above, it was never albright’s 
intention to excavate a major biblical site but rather a locale 
where, amongst other issues, the ceramic typology of ancient 
Palestine during biblical times could be investigated. 

albright’s methodological vision of using ceramic typology 
to help refine the dating of the archaeological record of the 
holy land was truly pioneering and helped lay the founda-
tion for the first systematic archaeological field surveys by 
one of his most famous students, nelson glueck. during the 
19�0s, glueck, using camels and donkeys, single-handedly 
surveyed most of western transjordan (previously known as 
eastern Palestine) revealing for the first time an archaeologi-
cal past that could be linked, with albright’s ceramic typo-
logical system, to western Palestine. as these two regions are 
part of the same geographic territory where so much of the 
hebrew bible narrative takes place, albright’s ceramic work 
at tell beit mirsim was the single most important research 
tool enabling the historical archaeology of the holy land 
to take on even more importance than it previously held. 
during albright’s tenure as director of the american school 
of oriental studies in Jerusalem from 1921 to 1929 (and 
semiannually from 19�2 to 19�5), the american school in 
Jerusalem became the major foreign center of archaeology 
in the city and the hub for the analysis of pottery. albright’s 
style of publishing ceramics was enormous. the growing 
number of Jewish (later israeli) archaeologists working in 
Palestine adopted his system, as did many researchers from 
european and british institutions. when the noted israeli 
archaeologist ruth amiran published what is still the hand-
book of pottery analysis entitled Ancient Pottery of the Holy 
Land, shortly before albright’s death in 1970, he wrote her 
a thank-you letter for the copy of the book and for dedicat-
ing it to him. thus, the foundations that albright laid for 
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ceramic analysis, the most important relative dating tool in 
archaeology in the holy land, are still very much used by 
scholars today. 

ePigraPhy, Ugaritic stUdies, and albright

 it is well known that the decipherment of egyptian hi-
eroglyphics and assyrian cuneiform during the 19th century 
opened up the worlds of ancient egypt and assyria to scholar-
ship and the public imagination. the stimulus for the birth 
of both egyptology and assyriology was the quest to expand 
the investigation of the biblical world to ancient israel’s 
most important neighbors. by 1926 albright had mastered 
more than 26 ancient and modern languages but his love 
of the southern levant drew him to focus on those ancient 
languages that led to formation of hebrew. specifically, he 
concentrated on Proto-canaanite, the earliest northwest 
semitic alphabetic text and scripts that date before ca. 1�00 
bce, which are primarily pictographic in character. albright 
studied the Proto-canaanite inscriptions found by Petrie 
in the southwestern sinai Peninsula and first published by 
alan gardiner in 1916 as well as a small number of examples 
found in Palestine. 

albright and the dead sea scrolls

 with the discovery of the dead sea scrolls in 19�7-
19�8, albright was the first scholar to authoritatively assess 
them as “the most momentous discovery in modern times 
pertaining to the bible.” like the discovery of the early east 
african hominid skeleton lucy and tutankhamen’s tomb, the 
dead sea scrolls are one of the few archaeological discov-
eries that have changed existing paradigms and caught the 
imagination of the world community. the dead sea scrolls 
still attract hundreds of thousands of visitors each year to 
exhibitions held around the world because they include the 
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earliest copies of the old testament (hebrew bible) dating 
from around 200 bce to 100 ce. at the time of the scrolls’ 
discovery the oldest copies of the hebrew bible dated to ca. 
100 ce. it was his prowess as an epigrapher specialized in 
northwest semitic scripts, especially all the known variants 
of ancient hebrew, that “pre-adapted” albright to immedi-
ately understand the great significance of the scrolls shortly 
after their discovery by some ta’mireh bedouin shepherds 
in caves around the western shore of the dead sea. at the 
time of their discovery many scholars could not believe in 
the antiquity of the scrolls and some argued they were fakes 
or dated to the medieval period. how was albright able to 
assess the antiquity of the scrolls so fast?

 some 12 years before the discovery of the dead sea 
scrolls the Baltimore Sun published an article stating: 

the world for three decades has possessed, without knowing it, a fragment 
of the old testament in hebrew which was written before christ, it has been 
determined by dr. william f. albright…this fragment, the nash Papyrus, 
long has been recognized as the oldest hebrew copy of the aramaic script 
in which it is written; however, dr. albright has discovered it was from a 
much earlier period. it was written less than a century after the writing of 
the latest books of the old testament.

this fragment contains the ten commandments and 
the Shema Israel, used as a Jewish prayer and it was bought 
early in the 20th century by an englishman, walter l. nash, 
from locals in egypt and given to the cambridge museum. 
in 19�7 albright published his study of the document (“a 
biblical fragment from the maccabaean age: the nash Pa-
pyrus”) in the Journal of Biblical Literature. years later this 
study proved to be foundational for assessing the age of the 
dead sea scrolls. 

in 19�8 the scrolls were brought to the american school 
of oriental research in Jerusalem for evaluation, where they 
were photographed by John trever. trever airmailed two 
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small leica photographs of a column or two of the scrolls 
that had been brought to the school on february 18, 19�8, 
by metropolitan athanasius yeshue samuel and father 
butros sowmy of st. mark’s monastery for the evaluation. 
david noel freedman recalls albright saying that within an 
hour of first looking at the photographs he knew it was a 
genuinely ancient discovery and that the scrolls dated from 
the last two centuries bce and the first century ce. as mrs. 
albright related the story, it may have taken albright 20 
minutes to form a judgment, and 19 of those minutes were 
spent trying to find his 19�7 article on the nash Papyrus, 
with photograph, somewhere on his stacked desk. this was 
an example of albright’s remarkable memory for form and 
detail. he recognized in the tiny leica photographs four 
letters with distinguishing characteristics that were definitely 
older than those he had written about and dated in the nash 
Papyrus over 10 years earlier. as editor of the Bulletin of the 
American School of Oriental Research, albright published an 
article in the april 19�8 volume announcing the discovery of 
the dead sea scrolls. in the october 19�9 volume albright 
himself published one of the first scholarly articles on the 
scrolls’ discovery, entitled “on the date of the scrolls from 
ain feshkha and the nash Papyrus,” that included a good 
infrared photograph of the nash Papyrus for comparison. 
when news of willard libby’s new method of dating an-
cient remains using carbon 1� (1�c) reached albright. he 
announced in an associated Press article that he was eager 
to try out the new technique in egypt and the bible lands; 
albright was always eager to apply new discoveries and new 
methods to archaeological and biblical research. 

albright’s early assessment of the antiquity of the dead 
sea scrolls played a critical role in determining the authen-
ticity of this remarkable discovery, their importance for 
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future scholarly research as well as their rapid purchase for 
museums in israel and Jordan and their ultimate conserva-
tion for future generations.

in conclUsion

 while albright made very few scholarly mistakes in his 
life, he himself described one or another admitted errors as 
beauties. he was sure that ekron, the ancient mound site in 
southern israel, was not where the more recent excavations 
have proved it to be. in addition, albright was convinced 
that the patriarchs and matriarchs could be located in the 
middle bronze age and his famous interpretation of genesis 
1� has proved to be unworkable.

 frank moore cross and david noel freedman mentioned 
in a footnote to their book on Early Hebrew Orthography re-
lating to the famous ninth-century bce mesha or moabite 
stone (found in transjordan) that the chronology of both 
mesha and the bible works better if one doesn’t emend the 
text and drastically reduce the number of years it represents, 
as albright in fact did. it is interesting that when albright 
reviewed the manuscript, he left the footnote as it was.

 albright was the leading figure in the fields of levantine 
archaeology and biblical studies for most of the 20th century 
and produced more major scholars than anyone else. a total 
of 57 Ph.d. dissertations were produced under his guidance. 
albright’s students, such as g. ernest wright, trained the 
senior cadre of biblical or levantine archaeologists leading 
the field today, including w. g. dever, lawrence stager, and 
others in the United states. during albright’s lifetime, brit-
ish and european researchers were also deeply influenced by 
his view of the relationship between the old testament and 
archaeology. consequently, albright has left a lasting imprint 
on the nature of historical archaeology in the southern le-
vant and biblical studies in general. in spite of attempts to 
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deconstruct albright by leaders in the field of archaeology 
today (dever, 199�) as a positivist, heavily influenced by his 
own religious conservatism and methodological flaws, these 
charges fail to appreciate the revolutionary impact albright’s 
establishment of a new scholarly paradigm—biblical archae-
ology—continues to have on levantine archaeology. 

 albright deeply influenced the development of archaeol-
ogy in the newly founded state of israel, where his biblical 
archaeology paradigm continues to play a role in shaping 
research directions and the study of historical archaeology 
at the major institutions, such as the hebrew University, tel 
aviv University, bar ilan University, ben gurion University, 
and other organizations where the aim is to situate biblical 
history in the greater context of the ancient near east by 
taking an interdisciplinary approach as first advocated by 
albright. similarly, in the United states and a number of 
european countries (germany, switzerland, norway, the 
United Kingdom, and others) wherever the archaeology of 
the southern levant is taught, in spite of different approaches 
(traditional historical, biblical minimalist), the general ques-
tions regarding archaeology’s relationship with ancient text 
as formulated by w. f albright during the 20th century still 
lay at the core of the field. 

chronology

1891 birth, may 2�, coquimbo, chile (U.s. citizen)
1912 b.a., Upper iowa University 
1916 Ph.d., oriental seminary, Johns hopkins University 
1918 military service in the U.s. army 
1919 thayer fellow, american school of oriental research
1920-1929 director, american school of oriental research, 

   Jerusalem
1921 marries ruth norton, august �
1922 director, excavations at tell el-ful, Palestine mandate
1926-19�2 director, excavations at tell beit mirsim, four seasons, 
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   Palestine mandate
1929-1958 w. w. spence Professor of oriental languages, Johns  

   hopkins University 
19�0-1968 editor, Bulletin of the American School of Oriental Research
19�2-19�5 director, semiannual basis, american school of  

    oriental research, Jerusalem
19�7  Publishes study of nash Papyrus establishing basis  

    for authenticating dead sea scrolls
19�6  visiting professor, University of chicago 
19�7-19�8 authenticates the dead sea scrolls 
19�7-19�8 University of california african expedition to sinai 

    Peninsula with wendell Phillips
19�9-1950 expedition to saudi arabia with wendell Phillips
1955  elected to the national academy of sciences 
1956  establishes the Anchor Bible commentary series  

    with d. n. freedman
1958  retires from Johns hopkins University
1969  declared Ya’qir Yerushalyim (“notable of Jerusalem”) 

    by the President of israel
1971  death, september 19, baltimore, maryland

selected awards and honors

19�6 honorary th.d., Utrecht University 
19�6 honorary th.d., University of oslo
19�9 honorary l.h.d, st. andrews University
1951 honorary litt.d., yale University
1952 honorary litt.d., harvard University
 honorary l.h.d., wayne state University
 honorary l.h.d., manhattan college
1956 fellow, american academy of arts and sciences 
1957 honorary th.d., University of Uppsala
 honorary d. Phil., harvard University 
196� honorary ll.d., Johns hopkins University 
1967 gold medal for distinguished archaeological achievement, 

archaeological institute of america
____ award for distinguished scholarship in the humanities, 

american council of learned societies 
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selected membershiPs

american oriental society (president, 19�5)
american Philosophical society (vice president 1956-1959)
american school of oriental research
international organization of old testament scholars (president, 

1956-1957)
Palestine exploration society (president, 1921-1922, 19��-19�5)
society of biblical literature (president, 19�9)
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